
 
 

Fellowship Things to Do 
Sat. May 21 – BINGO, 400 CLUB, 3:00-6:30pm, 42 Berlin Rd., Clementon Lake Plaza, Clementon, NJ  
Sat. May 21 - Swedesboro Anniv., Spkr 7:00am, food to follow. Local 1433 Kings Hwy, Swedesboro 
Sat & Sun May 21-22 Delaware Area Convention, Rehoboth Beach Convention, to register: conven-
tionchair@delawareaa.org, thebreakershotel.com 
Mon. May 23rd - Masonville 32nd Anniversary, Food/Fun/Fellowship at 6, speaker at 7 
Thur. May 26 - West Deptford A New Day meeting will celebrate their 10th anniversary at 7:30am 
located at 11 Griscom Ln, West Deptford 
Thur. June 9 - Pennsville "Big Book Step Study Group"  16th anniversary - Church of Nazarene 172 
Churchtown Rd. Pennsville. FFF beginning at 6:30pm - speakers begin at 7:30pm. 
Dr. Bob was said to have personally helped more than 5000 alcoholics.  
Sat. June 11 District 3 Founders day Archives presentation, 3:00 PM  5:00 PM, St. Mary's, 145 West 
Broad Street, Burlington, NJ, 08016 
Wed. June 15 Intergroup Meeting  8:00 pm - 9:00 pm St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal Church (St. 
Bart’s) 1989 Rte. 70 E (Marlton Pike East), Cherry Hill, NJ  
Join Zoom Meeting ID: 424-122-113 Meeting Password: 276748 Join 
URL: https://zoom.us/j/424122113?pwd=UHVXVmZYVjFSbTU5M0Y0M2RUUmI1dz09  
Sat. June 19– BINGO, 400 CLUB, 3:00-6:30pm, 42 Berlin Rd., Clementon Lake Plaza, Clementon, NJ 
 

INSIDE OUR JUNE ISSUE 
1-Announcements 2) Flyers 3) Annniversary Thoughts 4-5) Replacing Willfulness w/God’s Will 
for Us 6-7) Seeking Advanced Recovery 8) Stories Needed 9) Poetry Corner /Trivia 10) Editorial 
Policy 11-12) Step 6 Worksheets (removable) 13-14) Daily Inventory Worksheets (removable) 
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Anniversary Thoughts 

Several hours from now I will attend my home-group meeting and collect my coin for 28 years of 

continuous sobriety. It’s an absolutely lovely spring day and my heart is full of gratitude and joy. 

28 years ago today I was on my knees in my living room certain that my life had reached its ending 

point and that I was beyond all hope of redemption. 

Somehow, I found the rooms of AA and a second life was given to me. 

More than ever I come to the realization that it truly is “one day at a time.” I cannot live on yester-

day’s sobriety. Like the new Spring buds and growth outside my window today, my sobriety and 

my program must be watered each day by nourishing sunlight and rain. 

So what is “sunlight and rain” for the alcoholic, for me? It is reading some AA literature. It is talk-

ing to my sponsor and to other alcoholics. It is going to a meeting. It is taking a commitment. It is 

sponsoring someone. It is prayer and meditation. It is trying to work the Steps to the best of my 

ability. It’s also, taking a walk (which I’m about to do!). It’s learning to see the little things around 

me with fresh eyes and without judgment. It’s stopping every now and then to fall into the wonder 

of a child and understanding that I can do that only because I am sober. 

At a meeting this past week, someone shares that his sponsor would question him after each meet-

ing and wanted to know precisely what each speaker shared. Why such questioning? Because, his 

sponsor explains, unless you pay attention to everything that’s said, you might miss something that 

will save your life! 

So at yesterday’s meeting I resolve to listen to everything said and not peak once at my cell phone. 

Lo and behold I hear saving words. They were these from a long-timer: have you gotten rid of any 

reservations about making AA your life-long commitment and way of life? Have you tried to stop 

doing things that take you further from a God of your understanding? Have you discussed these 

questions with your sponsor? 

I’m off for my walk now on this lovely day and to think some more about these questions. After 28 

years, my direction has never been clearer.  Marty-by-Nature (Out of the Woods Group) 

 
 

Perhaps it isn't Steps 4/5 that need repeating but to take a closer 

look at Steps 6/7 
What Does “Drop the Rock” Mean, and How Does It Keep You Sober? 

 



Drop the Rock is a story about a group of Twelve Step members who set sail on a 

ship named Recovery, sailing across the Sea of Life toward the Island of Serenity. 

As the story is told, soon after the boat pulls away from the dock, its passengers 

realize some of their friends from AA are missing. 
 

Sure enough, their friend Mary comes running down the street and onto the dock, 

racing toward the boat. The people on board cheer her on. "You can do it!" they 

shout. Mary dives into the water and swims for the boat as fast as she can. But as 

she nears the boat, she slows and struggles to stay afloat. Everyone on board can 

see why: a heavy rock is hanging from a snarl of strings around Mary's neck. "Drop 

the rock!" they all shout. "Let go! Drop the rock!" 
 

Treading water, Mary looks down at the rock. It contains all her fears, resent-

ments, self-pity, anger and other character defects, and they're weighing her 

down. She also realizes that if she doesn't let go, she will likely drown. 
 

 

She tears off the strings, pulls the rock away from her body, and lets it sink into 

the ocean. Freed of the dead weight, Mary swims the rest of the way toward the 

boat. And she climbs aboard, exhausted but safe in the good company of friends 

who are on the same journey as her. 
 

How Can You Let Go of Resentment, Fear and Other Character Defects? 

Character defects like resentment, fear, anger and self-pity will weigh us down in 

recovery. Much like the rock that Mary carried, we have to let go of these short-

comings to stay happy, healthy and focused on our program. 
 

Sometimes we might experience these emotions in small doses and as ordinary re-

actions to life challenges. And that’s okay. But when we carry these emotions 

around with us for longer than necessary, or when they become habit, we gamble 

with our sobriety. 
 

A big part of AA and Twelve Step recovery is learning to recognize and let go of 

the character defects, shortcomings and attitudes that would otherwise sink us. 

And when we learn to finally drop those "rocks," we can become who we want to be, 

and our acts of humility, willingness and courage will have a healing ripple effect on 

one another. 
 

And that's where the Steps come in: Step 6, Step 7 and Step 10 are designed to 

help you manage your shortcomings with grace and humility. 
 

How Do You Work Steps Six and Seven? 

To remove our shortcomings or defects of character, we’re instructed to use Step 

6 and Step 7: 
 



Step 6: Were entirely ready to have God remove all our defects of character. 
 

Step 7: Humbly asked God to remove our shortcomings. 
 

But Steps Six and Seven are only briefly discussed in the book Alcoholics Anony-

mous—commonly called the Big Book. And the Steps themselves are confusingly 

simple. We become ready, and we ask for the defects to be removed. Now what? 
 

Continually Practice Steps Six and Seven to Unlock Permanent Change. 
 

At first, these Steps may seem underwhelming. We become ready, we humbly ask a 

Higher Power to help us with our defects of character, and then we wait. Our 

shortcomings may disappear temporarily—we feel our resentment, anger and self-

pity slip away—but then it all comes rushing back, and we fall victim to old habits 

and patterns of thought. 
 

So what are we doing wrong? Why aren’t we changed completely once we humbly 

ask for spiritual help? 
 

Well, that would be nearly impossible because change doesn’t happen all at once. 

We have to intentionally work at changing our thoughts, habits and behaviors, and 

we have to examine our daily actions: where or how do we pick up the “rock” of 

shortcomings, and how quickly can we drop it? 
 

We ask repeatedly and whenever our defects of character arise for them to be 

removed. Eventually, and only with the help of Step 10, do we actually begin to 

change. But we have to patiently work at it. 
 

Using the Tenth Step to Ward against Your Character Defects; Step 10: Continued 

to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it. 
 

In recovery, we must remain watchful of our thoughts and behaviors, regardless of 

how much sober time we have. Our character defects and shortcomings can be-

come equally as damaging as alcohol or other drugs once were—both to us and to 

the people we care about. 
 

And when we stop using alcohol, our flaws don’t simply disappear. Recovery is the 

process of actually getting sober, yes. But more than that, recovery is the process 

of recognizing, confronting and neutralizing those character defects. And with the 

help of others, a Higher Power and Step 10, we can carefully approach each day, 

one day at a time, from a progress-based mindset. 
 

Just think: How much tension have your defects created? What would your life be 

like without selfishness, resentment, self-pity or fear? That is what you’re work-

ing toward when you continue to take personal inventory, admit fault and slowly 

loosen your grip on your "rock." 



 

The Takeaway: Using Steps Six, Seven and Ten to Control Your Recovery and Grow 

On any given day, most of us make hundreds of small and large decisions, act in 

hundreds of different ways and say hundreds of different things to a wide range 

of people. Each interaction and conversation has its own ripple effect, and we 

can't control them all. But we can use Step 6, Step 7 and Step 10 to work to face 

each day and moment with openness and serenity. 
 

In this way, the Steps are our touchstones for continued spiritual growth and 

transformation. We are no longer learning how to work the program. We are learn-

ing how to make the program a way of life, moment by moment and day by day as 

we shift from a focus on self to a focus on growth and service. 
 

 

SEEKING ADVANCED RECOVERY
Stopping drinking is quite an accomplishment 
for us Alcoholics. And remaining sober is most 
important in anyone’s fact recovery. However, 
experience makes it clear that our ability to stay 
sober for a length of time remains unsafe unless 
we find a way to rid ourselves of our grosser 
handicaps.   

If we have done the first five steps of our 
program, then we have conquered a lot:  

1. Admitting we were powerless over 
alcohol and that our lives were 
unmanageable;  

2. Coming to believe in a Higher Power of 
our own understanding;  

3. Making a decision to hand our will and 
our lives over to that Higher Power;  

4. Making that fearless (and sometimes 
fearful!) moral inventory;  

5. Admitting everything to myself ouloud 
& that Higher Power& another person. 

If we stop there, we may not stay sober. We’ve 
admitted, believed, decided, written, & spoken, 
but we HAVEN’T CHANGED ANYTHING YET!  

Willingness is the key, and becoming willing to 
change means beginning the process of change. 
We must drop our burdens and move forward.  

This is the partial transcript of  

“DROP THE ROCK” 
 talk given by Sandy B. at a Palm Desert, 
California: 

“If there is anybody new here tonight—and I 
hope there are some new people—there’s one 
last thing that I think you have to do in order 
to have the miracle of AA take place. All you 
have to do if you’re new is don’t drink, turn 
your life over to God, and get rid of all of your 
old ideas. That’s all we ask, that’s all we ask 
that you do. When I heard about turning over 
all my old ideas, I realized that all of my old 
ideas was my whole game plan for living, my 
whole plan— everything, every conviction, 



every attitude, every prejudice—everything 
that I had about the world are my ideas, and it 
was like carrying around a 150- pound rock.” 

 “But it was my rock. It was mine. I put this 
thing together, this was the real me—I was this 
rock. And I came in here and it was like I was in 
the ocean of alcoholism and AA threw me a 
life-preserver, but I am hanging on to that 
rock—this is my rock and they’re yelling out to 
me ‘DROP THE ROCK!’ 

 “No, man, I can’t drop the rock.” I’m hanging 
on to the life preserver and the boat full of AA 
members is coming along and I am going under 
with the rock and hanging on and I got the 
thing and they are going, ‘Hey, drop the rock 
out there.’ I’m going down under and 
everybody’s yelling, ‘It’s great up here! Come 
on over!’ And I said, ‘How do I get up there?’ 
‘Drop the rock and you’ll make it!’ But I don’t 
want to drop the rock—it’s mine. 

“And so finally one day, I don’t know, 
something terrible happened  ’cause it took 
may attention away and I dropped it and I was 
terrified. There goes my rock! And while I was 
looking down there, I was like a water-skier. I 
came up out of the top of the water and I’m 
going along and I’m going, ’What the hell?  
Why did I want that rock anyway?’ That’s why 
we want to hold on to those old ideas with a 
death grip. I’ll never understand it, but it’s one 
of the paradoxes in AA.  

“And so, if you are new, I hope this happens to 
you and I want to be sitting out there next year 
or the year after that, whenever it takes place, 
because this is how I’ll know about God even 
more. I want to be out there when some new 
person out there is standing up here and 
you’ve got that sparkle in your eye and you’ve 
got that whole vitality going about Alcoholics 
Anonymous and you’re looking at some new 

person and you’re saying, ’Drop the rock—it’s 
the greatest!’” 

As the saying goes, “If nothing changes, 
NOTHING CHANGES!”. Step 6 is where real 
change begins, where we find the courage to be 
willing to change our behaviors and our 
reactions—as the second part of the Serenity 
Prayer says: “The Courage to Change the Things    
We Can”. We practice doing the opposite of 
what didn’t work for us in the past. We try to 
walk through our fears. We try to change.  

And when we can’t, that’s when Step 7 comes 
in and we humbly ask for help, from our 
fellowship, from our sponsors and from our 
Higher Powers. And I don’t know about you, but 
asking for help was pretty damn difficult for me 
for most of my life—the simple act of asking for 
help with my fears, my procrastination, my 
selfishness, or which ever of my character 
defects that I had a hard time letting go of—
that was change too.  

At any time I felt I was stagnating in my 
program, it was usually because I wasn’t willing 
to let go of the burden of my rock—it was MY 
rock, after all—it helped define me!  

Now I ask for help. I gladly lay down a burden I 
no longer have to carry alone. Sometimes I even 
have a sparkle in my eye, especially when I’m 
saying to someone; “DROP THE ROCK, IT’S THE 
GREATEST! 

 
 

 



Stories Needed 
 

Archives is looking to continue collecting information and stories about our 

South Jersey groups and individuals. archives@aasj.org. 
 

Personal Histories, Homegroup Histories, COVID Adaptation Stories  
 

GSO is seeking Stories for the Next Big Books! 

Announcement 5th Edition BB EN (aa.org) 
Recovery story solicitation for the Fourth Edition of the Big Book Alcohólicos Anónimos (aa.org) 
Announcement AA Black African American EN 
 

The next Bookers Meeting will be held on Thursday, August 4, 2022 at 8 PM at St. Bart’s, 
1989 Route 70, Cherry Hill, NJ. 
 

H&I continues to provide facilities with a message of experience, strength, and hope.  
The meeting will be held on May 31st this month due to the Memorial Day Holiday. Again it 
will be held TUESDAY May 31st at 7pm instead of the usual Monday. Multiple email remind-
ers will be sent out in the two weeks prior to the meeting. I can be reached at HandI@aasj.org  
John S  H&I Chair 
 

  

THE PAUSE PRAYER 
 BB pg 87-88 

As we go through the day we pause, 

when agitated or doubtful, and ask 

for the right thought or action. We 

constantly remind ourselves we are no 

longer running the show, humbly    

saying to ourselves many times each 

day "Thy will be done." We are then 

in much less danger of excitement, 

fear, anger, worry, self-pity, or fool-

ish decisions. We become much 

more efficient. We do not tire so    

easily, for we are not burning up   

energy foolishly as we did when we 

were trying to arrange life to suit            

ourselves. 

 

mailto:archives@aasj.org
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/literature/5th_EditionBB_EN.pdf
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/literature/Announcement_4th%20Ed%20BB_EN.pdf
https://www.aa.org/sites/default/files/literature/Announcement_AA%20Blck_Afrcn_Amrcn_EN_1.pdf
mailto:HandI@aasj.org
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Trivia Question : 

Dr. Bob was said to have personally helped 

more than how many alcoholics?  

(Answer is in this issue) 
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Editorial Policy 
Anonymous South Jersey is a monthly newsletter published by and for members of South Jersey.  Opinions expressed 
herein are NOT to be attributed to AA as a whole, nor does publication of information imply any endorsement by either 
AA or South Jersey Intergroup.  Quotations and artwork from AA literature are printed with permission from AA World 
Services, Inc., and/or the AA Grapevine, Inc. 

Contributions from readers are encouraged—you can write about your experience, strength and hope in general, or 
you can focus on one of the steps or traditions.  You can also write about something that touched you at a meeting, 
something that bothered you at a meeting, or some service commitment you especially enjoy.  Submissions are edited 
for space and clarity.  Contact information is required and anonymity is respected. 

Due to space limitations, we are unable to publish flyers for events in this newsletter.  However, we are happy to in-
clude your gathering in the general list of fellowship announcements. 

Please send your submissions to newsletter@aasj.org. 

CONTACT INFORMATION FOR SJ INTERGROUP: 

South Jersey Intergroup Association, Inc. PO Box 2514 Cherry Hill, NJ 08035 
Office/Literature Sales:  1-856-486-4446 

Email: Info@aasj.org Website: www.aasj.org 24-Hour Hotline 1-856-486-4444 
 

SJIG holds its monthly meetings on the third Wednesday of the month at 8 pm at                                                                  
St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal Church 1989 Route 70 East, Cherry Hill, NJ 

 

InterGroup Steering Committee: consists of the panel of elected InterGroup Officers, InterGroup Commit-
tee Chairpersons/Co-Chairpersons, and a Representative from the Board of Trustees. Our monthly meeting 
is held on the second Wednesday of each month at the InterGroup Office in Pennsauken and is open to all 
members of the A.A. Fellowship. 
 

AASJ Officers 
chairperson@aasj.org, vchairperson@aasj.org, treasurer@aasj.org, secretary@aasj.org, asecretary@aasj.org 
AASJ Committee Chairs 
answeringservice@aasj.org, archives@aasj.org, bookers@aasj.org, budget@aasj.org, handi@aasj.org,        
literature@aasj.org, meetinglist@aasj.org, newsletter@aasj.org, publicinfo@aasj.org, socialevents@aasj.org, 
tech@aasj.org, unity@aasj.org 
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mailto:chairperson@aasj.org
mailto:vchairperson@aasj.org
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mailto:answeringservice@aasj.org
mailto:archives@aasj.org
mailto:bookers@aasj.org
mailto:budget@aasj.org
mailto:handi@aasj.org
mailto:literature@aasj.org
mailto:meetinglist@aasj.org
mailto:newsletter@aasj.org
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mailto:tech@aasj.org
mailto:unity@aasj.org
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